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Health and safety 

For your safety, do not attempt to work on a rooftop until all safety precautions have been identified. 
All appropriate health and safety regulations should be followed including safe working at height and 
appropriate PPE must be worn.

Anybody handling photovoltaic (PV) modules should be trained in correct manual handling practice.

Avoid installing the system in poor weather conditions, including strong wind, rain, ice or snow.

Electrical hazards 
WARNING: PV modules produce a DC voltage whenever exposed to light. This voltage cannot be switched 
off. PV modules are pre-wired with touch proof connectors to prevent an electric shock during general 
handling.

WARNING: Care must be taken not to cut or damage cable insulation or expose bare wire.

Each Sunstation module is factory fitted with three bypass diodes. Please see the product data-sheet for 
specifications. No additional bypass diodes are necessary. Removal or replacement of any diode without 
written authority of Solarcentury will invalidate the Solarcentury product warranty. Whenever necessary to 
comply with local codes, use a listed fuse or circuit breaker, rated for the maximum series fuse rating of the 
module and system voltage.

Under normal conditions, a photovoltaic module is likely to experience conditions that produce more current 
and/or voltage than reported at standard test conditions. Accordingly, the values of Isc and Voc marked 
on the module should be multiplied by a factor of 1.25 when determining component voltage ratings, 
conductor current ratings, fuse sizes, and size of controls connected to the PV output.

All work must be carried out with the Sunstation system disconnected from the mains electrical supply.

Please see appendix A7 for earth bonding guidelines. Any grounding connections made must be in 
accordance with the applicable local regulations. 

Artificially concentrated sunlight shall not be directed on the module or panel.

Sunstation module is tested and meets the requirements of IEC 61215 and IEC 61730.

Installation limitations 
Sunstation has been designed to integrate with a variety of roof and tile types. However depending upon 
the age, type and location of the roof some strengthening work may be necessary; i.e. changing or adding 
extra battens. The following are minimum recommendations for the roof construction:

• Residential buildings with a truss rafter roof

• A roof pitch between 25° and 60°

• For integration with: interlocking tiles, triple lapped plain tiles and natural or synthetic slates

• Additionally information of roof coverings types are specified in the data sheet available at:   
www.gosunstation.com

• Rafter gauge must be no more than 600mm

• Battens must be 50x25mm or 38x25mm in size and reinforced as specified in this guide

• Battens, rafters, and the general state of the roof must be in good condition and not subject to rot or 
other degradation

• Must only be installed in portrait orientation

General
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• Batten gauge must be no more than 330mm*

• Battens must meet the requirements of BS 5534:2014** or BS 5534:2004**

The system must be installed ensuring the tile fixing requirements in BS 5534 are met.  For installation into 
the eaves or up to the ridge follow guidance in this document.

Sunstation has been tested to meet the requirements of BS 476-3:2004 and EN 13501-5:2005 + A1:2009 
and achieved a fire rating of EXT.S.AA, Broof(t1), Broof(t3) and Broof(t4). As a result Sunstation may be 
installed anywhere on the roof and without limitation to the area covered. 

* Details of any additional battening that may be required can be found in this guide.

**Sunstation must be installed using battens that are graded to BS 5534. In some cases this may require 
replacing/adding in additional battens where the modules are to be mounted.

For roof constructions that fall outside the above limitations please contact Solarcentury.

Environmental limitations
Sunstation is intended for use in terrestrial applications only.

Modules must not be installed where they could be submerged in water.

The recommended ambient temperature should be within -20°C (-4°F) to 46°C (115°F). The temperature 
limits are defined as the monthly average high and low of the installation site. The limit operating 
temperature should be -40°C (-40°F) to 85°C (185°F).

Ensure modules are not subject to wind or snow loads exceeding the maximum permissible loads.

Modules should not be installed in a location that is within 50m of the sea.

Lightning protection is recommended for PV systems that are to be installed in locations with high 
probability of lightning strikes.

Do not use modules near equipment or in locations where flammable gasses may be generated or collected.

Modules must not be installed nor operated in areas where hail, snow, sand, dust, air pollution, soot, etc., are 
excessive. Modules must not be sited in locations where aggressive substances such as salt, salt mist, salt-
water, chemically active vapours, acid rain, any other type of corrosive agent, could affect the safety and/or 
performance of the module.

Please adopt appropriate measures to ensure the performance and safety of the modules when they are 
installed in extreme conditions.
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Installation considerations
Do NOT walk on the surface of the module.

Position your array to reduce partial shading. When arrays are connected in strings if one module is under 
shading this will affect the efficiency of the whole array.

Ensure no cable ends are left exposed to the weather during work breaks or after completion of works. Units 
must be kept in a weatherproof environment before installation.

Do not leave tools or unsecured materials above the module installation area, to avoid potential damage to 
the units.

Only load as many modules onto the roof as you expect to install during the installation time you have 
available.

Modules should be handled carefully to avoid any damage before installation.

Ensure all cable connectors are dry and free of dirt before making connections.

Tile courses should be laid in accordance with applicable local codes and regulations.

All components as specified in this manual must be used and instructions followed fully to ensure a safe and 
weather tight installation.

Wiring considerations
Sunstation PV modules should be connected in series in strings. Strings can be connected horizontally or 
vertically.

WARNING – PV modules produce a DC voltage whenever exposed to light. This voltage 
cannot be switched off. PV modules are pre-wired with touch proof connectors to prevent an 
electric shock during general handling.

Please ensure you have read and understand this guide fully
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3 

1 

4 
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8 

5 

6 
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Number Part name Number Part name

1 Top perimeter 5 Right perimeter corner

2 Soak tray 6 Starter rail

3 Left perimeter corner 7 Sunstation module

4 Left perimeter 8 Right perimeter

Components
Primary components
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Ancillary components

15 

14 

12

13 16 

Please check that you have all components required in your delivery

11

10 
9

Number Part name Number Part name

9 A screw 13 Foam

10 Batten buddy 14 C screw

11 B screw 15 Perimeter clips

12 Flexible flashing 16 Tilt
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‘A’ dimensions show the visible 
parts of the array once perimeters 
are tiled over, this is marked with a 
red dashed line  

‘B’ dimensions show the entire 
size of the array including 
perimeter but not flexible flashing, 
this is marked with a green dashed 
line 

Number of 
columns A (mm) B (mm)

Tile/ slate
B (mm) 
Plain tile

1 1163 1449 1329
2 2206 2492 2372
3 3249 3535 3415
4 4292 4578 4458
5 5335 5621 5501
6 6378 6664 6544
7 7421 7707 7587
8 8464 8750 8630
9 9507 9793 9673
10 10550 10836 10716
11 11593 11879 11759
12 12636 12922 12802
13 13679 13965 13845
14 14722 15008 14888

Width of the array*

Number 
of rows A (mm) B (mm)

1 1794 2041

2 3565 3812

3 5336 5583

4 7107 7354

Height of the array

Further array dimensions are 
available upon request

Array dimensions
Positioning the array

*Array dimensions include 10mm 
shunt between each module, see 
p18 for more details
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Decide on approximate position of the array

WARNING – If retrofitting with 1 tile on top of the array please be 
aware that the ridge may need to be removed to install all perimeter 
components. Ensure there are no clashes with flues or other 
components on the roof within this area.

Next rafter 

2 tiles 
min.

Move position as desired

All tiles within the B area and out to the next rafter must be removed for installation, 
additional tiles may need to be removed to install the flexible flashing. 

If installing into the gutter remove all tiles down to gutter, see A5.

If installing into the ridge please see A6.

If installing on a new build site please use tiles if available as it will help with 
positioning and tile cutting later on.

Check both sides of the array and 
mark final A-line on batten

Consider tile cutting when positioning the array. You may want to align the A-line with 
a full tile (excluding interlock) on one side to reduce cutting or shift the array to have 
equal cutting on both sides.
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Reinforcing battens and batten requirements

Battens

Recommended screw min. 
no.4 x 70mm zinc-coated screws**

Next rafter

All battens within the A area and one rafter out must be screwed to every rafter.* 
Sarking installation see A4.

*If installing with smaller batten gauges only battens which Sunstation will be fixed to 
need to be reinforced. Plain tile installation see A2.

**Screws are not supplied. Embedment into rafter must be 45mm minimum, if sarking/ 
counter battens are present, increase the screw length to satisfy this requirement.

Battens must be 
reinforced on both sides 
when they meet on a 
rafter. Screw using a 
skew screwing technique

Additional 
battens
added

Measure batten spacing, if batten 
spacing is less than 330mm skip to p9

If batten spacing is greater than 
330mm add additional 25 x 50mm 
graded battens to reduce to 330mm 
max
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Build up support for flexible flashing

250mm from A-line

Build support using approximately 25mm deep battens which must be wide enough to 
fill 150mm (minimum) up from tile; multiple battens can be used to fill gap. 
Plain tile installation see A2.
Into gutter installation see A6.

WARNING – Ensure there are no gaps in the flexible flashing support. 

Tile Thickness

Enough space for tile nib

Tile

Support 
(angled section)

Minimum
of 5°

If not installing with tiles ensure 
enough room is left for the tile nib 
under the support. 
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Lay flexible flashing

250mm from  A-line at both sides

Tack in place to flexible flashing support, keep nails within the top 30mm when 
securing flexible flashing.

Ensure overlap with tile is a minimum of 100mm, match tile head-lap where possible. 
Ensure the flashing covers the tile fixing holes. 

20mm min.
100mm

Fold over side 20mm 
(minimum) for an 
extra water barrier.
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Fold over top 20mm (minimum) for an extra water barrier.

If more than one roll of flexible flashing is required ensure an overlap of 200mm 
between lengths.

If no tiles are present, leave end of flashing free, do not remove backing and do not 
stick to tiles.

30mm max.

WARNING – Do not stick flexible flashing to tiles at this stage.

The free end of the flexible flashing must be temporarily secured at 
either end and approximately every metre to avoid damage, this can 
be secured using a batten. Do not pierce the flexible flashing. 

Min. 100mm

20mm min.
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Set the vertical array position
Starter rail location

A height

Modules 
high

Distance 
(mm)

1 1542

2 3313

3 5084

4 6855

Measure the A height up from the top of the flexible flashing

+90mm

Step 1.

Step 2a.

To check for the correct tile head-lap and prevent or reduce tile cutting at the top of 
the array measure out the position on the roof. 
Slate installation continue to step 3a, slate does not need to be adjusted. 
Ridge installation see A6.

If the bottom edge of the tile 
course above falls within the green 
zone then continue to step 3a

If not then continue to step 2b
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(150+X)mm

125mm Module

Starter rail

Step 2b.

+90mm

If the bottom edge of the tile course 
above falls outside of the green zone 
measure X then continue to step 3b

Tile cutting

150mm

125mm

Measure down 150mm from the top of 
the flexible flashing and mark the vertical 
position
Mark the horizontal position at 125mm 
from the A-line

X mm

Measure down (150+X)mm from the 
top of the flexible flashing and mark the 
vertical position
Mark the horizontal position at 125mm 
from the A-line

WARNING – X cannot be bigger than 100mm to prevent tile 
interference. If greater the tiles at the top must be cut to prevent 
covering of the module. 

Step 3a.

Step 3b.
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Starter rail and module fixings
Batten buddies
Every time the A screw is used a batten buddy must also be used. Choose 5 equally 
spaced battens with one at the top and one at the bottom of each starter rail and 
module.

Sarking installation see A4.

Align batten buddy 
with this edge of 
the starter rail/ 
module fixing tray

Starter rail/module 
fixing tray

A screw

Batten

Batten buddy

Screws over rafters
If the screw is over a rafter and a batten buddy cannot be used, pre-drill fixing tray on 
starter rail/ module and use screw B. 

WARNING – If in a high wind load zone see A1 and follow high 
wind load zone steps.

Screw B
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Drill line

Secure starter rail

Do not screw through top 90mm

WARNING – Square starter rails to match the tiles, this determines 
the position of the array.
WARNING – Batten buddy may fall under flexible flashing. Ensure 
screw penetrates batten buddy. Do not over torque screw.

Mark the position of the 
starter rail to top of array

High wind load zone installation see A1, plain tile installation see A2 for fixing spacings, 
sarking installation see A4.
Secure using 5 x A screws and batten buddies or 5 x B screws. Screw into drill line when 
securing starter rail and modules.

Place 1 fixing at the top, 1 at the bottom 
and 3 equally spacing in the middle
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Securing the first right perimeter 

WARNING – Do not pierce right perimeter. This is a weather 
protection component, piercing may lead to leakage.

Lip on the side perimeter can be flattened to stop tile kick up. If installing with slate 
flatten lip fully. Re-tiling over perimeter can occur at this stage, see p26.

Fix using 2 perimeter clips and C screws, place one clip at 
the top of the side perimeter and one near the bottom

Fit the first right perimeter

Step 1 Use tin snips to cut 70mm  
             as shown
Step 2 Fold up bottom section
Step 3 Fold under the side section

Align the perimeter 
with the starter rail 
as shown

Starter rail Right perimeter

If there is interference at the bottom of the perimeter with the flexible flashing and 
flexible flashing support the part can be cut and bent to fit. 

Module installation
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Check module cables

Module must be returned if 
cables are damaged.

Electrical installation must be in 
accordance with the national 
regulations of the country 
where the array is installed. 

WARNING – Modules are live, they cannot be switched off.

Fit and secure first module
Repeat fixing locations used on the starter rail, see p15. 

If installing on sarking see A4, if installing with plain tile see A2.

Ensure the module is fully engaged  

Drill through drill line

Align the top of 
the module with 
the starter rail/ 
right perimeter 
as shown

Do not screw 
through top 
90mm of 
fixing tray
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Install next module

WARNING – Do not trap module cable between module and 
battens,  consider wiring to previous modules.

WARNING – Consider thermal expansion; if modules are being 
installed in cold winter conditions use shunt and leave a 2-5mm gap 
depending upon the conditions. The thickness of the EDPM washers 
can be used as a guide.

10mm

10mm shunt is available between each module, this can be used to adjust module 
location slightly if required.

Do not screw 
through top 
90mm

Repeat fixing locations used on the starter rail, see p15. 
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Soak trays
Soak trays are used at the top join between two every two modules including along 
the top of the array. Align the central notch in the soak tray with the join between the 
two modules below.

Ensure these are installed along the bottom row of modules working your way up the 
array. Clip onto the top edge of the modules and ensure it fully engages with a click!

Fit right perimeter corner

Slide the perimeter corner into the right perimeter below and clip onto the top of the 
module. Ensure this fully engages with a click!

If array is only 1 row high skip to p22. 

If tiling around the array during installation see p25-27.
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Fit next starter rail and right perimeter
Align starter rail horizontally with the first starter rail using the line drawn on p15.

Align bottom of starter rail with the perimeter corner clip slot, secure as per p15

Position next right perimeter as per p16, this should overlap and slide into the right 
perimeter below. 

Secure this using 2 perimeter clips and C screws, see p16.
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Install first module in the next row

Repeat module installation, see p18.

Do not screw through top 
90mm of the fixing tray 

Screw through soak tray 
to fix module if necessary

Continue to install modules, starter rails, right perimeters, right perimeter corners and 
soak trays in a stepped fashion until you have installed 2 modules in the top row of 
your array.

Repeat fixing locations, see p15.
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Install batten for top perimeter

If needed, secure a batten in line with the top of the soak trays and perimeter corner 
along the width of your array. Batten must start and finish on a rafter.

If a batten already falls in this location you do not need to add a second one.

Install top perimeter

Slide the top perimeter down onto the top of the module, align this with the module 
width. Screw top perimeter to batten using guide holes and 3 x C screws.

WARNING – Do not pierce top perimeter. This is a weather protection 
component, piercing may lead to leakage. 

If tiling over the array at this point please see p25-27.

Align with module edges as shown 
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Continue with installation

Continue to install modules, soak trays, top perimeters and other components in a 
stepped fashion until you reach the last module in the first row, see p17-22.

If array is only 1 module high continue to install modules and other components in the 
same fashion. 

Do not install top perimeter on the last module at this stage.
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First left perimeter and left perimeter corner

Left perimeter

Module

Install first left perimeter on the bottom row, modify the bottom of the perimeter if 
this interferes with flexible flashing or flashing support below, see p16.

Fix using 2 perimeter clips and C screws, place one clip at the top of the side perimeter 
and one near the bottom.

WARNING – Do not pierce left perimeter. This is a weather protection 
component, piercing may lead to leakage.

Fit left perimeter corner in the same fashion as the right perimeter corner, see p19.

Continue to install modules, soak trays, top perimeters, left perimeters and left 
perimeter corners, see p17-24.
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Install tilt for top perimeter and fit foam
If installing on a new build site this should be done by the roofer at the same time as 
re-tiling. Tilts not required for slate installs.*

Use tilt to gain correct angle of overlapping tiles, mark position, remove release liner 
on 3 x sticky backed tabs and stick permanently to top perimeter. Continue this along 
the top of the array.

Tilt

Overlapping tile

Use the foam to fill the gap between the perimeter and the overlapping tiles around 
the left, right and top* of the array.

Head-lap min. 160mm  
(150mm plain tile)

*If installing directly into the ridge see A5.

Starter Rail

Right perimeter

Foam

Apply foam to the inside of 
the tilt on the top perimeter

Ensure ends of foam 
meet when joining

If possible position foam in 
the highest point of the tile
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Side perimeter overlap
Replace tiles over the perimeter using the minimum overlaps shown below. 

If installing on a new build site this should be done by the roofer at the same time as 
fitting the tilt and foam. 

0-20mm Gap

Side perimeter lip maybe flattened to stop the tiles from kicking up. Flatten the lip 
completely when installing with slates. 

Tiling around the array

Remove tile nibs and cut down foam if required to ensure tiles sit flat on top of the 
side perimeter.  
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WARNING – Tiles must be replaced in accordance with 
BS5534:2014, ensure tile overlaps meet the minimum requirements. 

Top perimeter
Tile

Foam

Tilt

If installing directly into the ridge see A6

Stick flexible flashing
Remove backing and stick flexible flashing to the tiles below.

Minimum tile overlap with top 
perimeter is 160mm, or 150mm 
when installing with plain tiles. 

Top perimeter overlap

WARNING – Ensure the tiles are clean, dry and free from any 
dust before sticking. 
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A1 - High wind zones
In a high wind zone, fix the starter rail and modules to at least 6 battens, if the battens 
do not fall in the zones shown below, extra battens must be added to meet these 
requirements.

This may require the starter rail and modules to be fixed to 7 battens.

Refer to product data sheet for system resistances and ensure install location wind 
loads do not exceed these resistances.

Appendices

Within 95mm

Within 95mm
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A2 - Plain tile
For plain tile the perimeter is narrower and the B dimensions are as follows:

Number of 
columns A (mm) B (mm) 

Plain tile

1 1163 1329
2 2206 2372
3 3249 3415
4 4292 4458
5 5335 5501
6 6378 6544
7 7421 7587
8 8464 8630
9 9507 9673
10 10550 10716
11 11593 11759
12 12636 12802
13 13679 13845
14 14722 14888

Tile

Support 
(angled section)

Minimum
of 5°

Flexible flashing support detail:

Fixing requirements:
Fix the starter rail/module in place using 5 fixing points* ensuring the maximum 
spacings as shown are not exceeded. Do not screw through top 90mm of starter rail.

*Extra reinforcement may be needed in high wind load zones see A1.

Width of array

Do not screw through top 
90mm of starter rail

Max 110mm

Max 110mm

Max 400mm
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A3 - Stepped arrays

1. Mark out position of the array, remove tiles and 
reinforce battens see p6-8

2.  Install flexible flashing support, flexible flashing, 
starter rail, right perimeter, module and right 
perimeter corner as per usual

see p9-19

3. Install foam and replace tiles around bottom row 

see p26-27

4.  Build up support for flexible flashing and fit flexible 
flashing for next row see p9-11

WARNING – The flexible flashing may need 
to be doubled up in height if minimum 
overlap requirements cannot be met.

T-shapes
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Number of 
modules Z (mm)

1 979
2 2012
3 3046
4 4079
5 5111
6 6144
7 7177
8 8210

5. Position and fit starter rail on next row 

Horizontal dimension 
Measure from the visible right hand edge of the lower module to the left hand edge 
of the starter rail using the table below

Vertical position 
For vertical position align the bottom of the starter rail with the perimeter corner as 
shown on see p20

Secure starter rail, see p15

6. Fit right perimeter, see p16

Z
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7. Fit next module, ensure module is square to 
the row below

Ensure module aligns and is on bond see p21

8. Fit next module in lower row and follow 
the manual for steps on how to install the 
rest of the system see p21 onwards

Repeat step 4 for any overhang on the left 
hand side

L-shapes

1.  Mark out position of the array, remove 
tiles and reinforce battens see p7-9

2. Install flexible flashing support, flexible 
flashing, starter rail, right perimeter, module 
and right perimeter corner as per usual. 
Install modules as normal up until the first 
module on the upper row see p9-19

WARNING – Upper module must 
match the bond position of the 
module below, shunt can be used 
to adjust positioning. 
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3. Strike a guideline up the roof on the left side of the module fixing tray

4. Install the next module on the bottom row 
along with the soak tray and top perimeter for 
the previous modules, see p22-23

Tip - You can bias your guideline to 
the right and use the module shunt 
to align the top row of modules with 
the row below

5. Install starter rail for the row above see p20

Bottom of starter rail should 
align with the soak tray clip slot

5
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6. Lay top perimeter extender if required 

If the overlapping top row of tiles does not meet the minimum overlap requirement 
then lay top perimeter extender flashing roll and supporting battens, p27

Top perimeter 
extender

*150mm for slate

** added battens or similar

40mm min. overlap

Top 
perimeter

Tile

Top perimeter 
extender

Top perimeter 
extender support**

160mm min*

7. Cut and fit side perimeter 

To avoid the side perimeter from interfering with the top perimeter the end needs to 
be cut and folded at an angle, see p16

8. Stepping down array on the left 

When stepped down on the left of an array install top perimeter on lower row first, 
followed by the upper row last module and left perimeter p24

1. Use tin snips to 
cut and remove 
interference at 
bottom

2. Fold side 
section out
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A4 - Sarking
Measure roof, mark position of array and reinforce sarking.

Sarking must be screwed to every rafter within the A area and one rafter beyond.

Fixing the starter rail and modules
Pre-drill the starter rail and module fixing tray in 7 evenly spaced places and ensure 
the maximum spacing below is not exceeded. Fix the starter rail to the sarking using   
screw B with sealing washer in each hole.

Do not screw though the top 90mm

65mm max.

265mm 
max.

Min. 20mm 
up/down

Screw B

Adjust fixing position if required so that screws are 
not in gaps between the sarking board, if holes 
have to be moved cover open holes with sealant
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A5 - Installing into the gutter
1. Remove tiles down to the gutter

3. Cut both sides of the membrane at the B width

2. Measure and mark the B width across 
the bottom of the roof see p6-7

1

Ensure at least a 50mm gap between top of the cuts and the batten above.

Ensure that the cut is high enough to gain full access to the membrane support tray.* 

If batten spacing is small temporarily remove battens to allow access.

*If there is no membrane support tray ensure that one is installed under the B area of 
the array in step 6.

50mm

B width
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TIP - If tile support at the bottom of the roof is 
boarding instead of battens, cut this down to the 
same height at the battens under the B area.

5. Cut and remove membrane support tray and batten within B area

4. Detach B area membrane from bottom batten and fold upwards

Membrane 
support tray

Membrane

B width
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6. Replace membrane support tray under B area. Tack membrane back down and 
patch cut membrane

7. Set the bottom datum

Measure up from tile overhang by 93mm and mark position

Reinforce battens to rafters, see p8

Patch cut membrane area with 
extra membrane and tape

Double batten still present under 
tiles, not present in B area

93mm
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8. Install starter rail, see p14 -p15

Position starter rail 125mm inwards of A-line and in line with bottom datum see step 7

9. Install first right perimeter and module, 

Modules should align with the bottom of the bottom course of tiles

Continue with installation referring to p16 onwards

93mm

125mm
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A6 - Installing to the ridge

Ventilation roll*

Ridge cap*
Tilt

Tiles removed for clarity

Last tile batten

Top perimeter

* Fix as per manufacturers instructions and refer to BS 5534

Concrete tile direct to ridge

Slate direct to ridge
Ventilation roll*
Ridge cap*

Slates removed for clarity

Last tile batten

Top perimeter

Only use dry fix ridge systems

Only use dry fix ridge systems
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A7 - Earth bonding

A

C

B

Ground bolt* M5

Earth connection 
tab for M5 bolt
Earth wire

Module

Serrated washer
Washer

Locking nut M5

If bonding or grounding is necessary then terminals should be attached in the pre-drilled grounding 
locations shown below (a single location or a combination of locations can be used).

Method
The grounding method between modules must be approved by a qualified electrician and the grounding 
device must be produced by qualified electrical manufacturer. Note: grounding components not supplied. 

1. Choose the applicable pre-drilled grounding hole shown above.

2. Thread the earth wire into earth connection tab and secure in place.  The material and size of the 
grounding wire should meet the relevant requirements of the national, regional and local rule, law and 
standard.

3. Arrange the components as shown above.

4. Secure the earth connection tab in place by tightening the lock nut. The recommended torque of the 
locking nut is 2.0 Nm - 2.2 Nm.

Sunstation modules use an anodic oxide aluminium frame to resist corrosion therefore the frame of the 
modules may need to be connected to the equipment grounding connector to prevent lightning and static 
injury.

For optimal performance it is recommended that the DC cathode of the modules array is connected to 
ground. Failure to comply with this requirement may reduce the performance of the system.

Grounding connectors should be stainless steel studs or bolts with a suitable clamping arrangement 
of the correct size for the grounding cable being used. The grounding method must not result in direct 
contact of dissimilar metals with the aluminium frame of the modules that will result in galvanic corrosion. 
An addendum to UL standard 1703 “Flat Plate Photovoltaic Modules and Panels” recommends metal 
combinations not exceeded an electrochemical potential difference of 0.6 Volts.

Toothed washers must be used on one side of the joint to ensure the surface of the oxide film is penetrated 
and a good electrical contact is made. The grounding locations are pre-drilled in the locations shown in the 
figure above and are marked with a grounding sign. 

DO NOT DRILL ANY ADDITIONAL GROUNDING HOLES.

*The head of the bolt should be no deeper than 12mm as 
this may interfere with installation.
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